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Having a digital alcohol tester isn’t just beneficial for cops tracking people who violate DUI laws. It is also a great
help for professors and school personnel to know who among the students go to school intoxicated and for any
business establishments to trim down the number of vicious visitors and passers-by who tend to do violent things
when under the influence. Above all, it is also a safety measure for those who want to control their intake of
alcohol and get away from expensive violation costs of DUI.
Digital alcohol tester suppliers continue to upgrade their products to make it more advantageous for
people using it. Here are the top digital alcohol tester suppliers and the features of their offered testers:

AlcoHawk- Professional Edition Digital Alcohol Detector
AlcoHawk is known for providing reliable digital alcohol tester and their products are widely used by police
officers, hospitals, clinics, and schools all throughout the US. The price is somewhat higher than other brands but
the features and reliability of the product makes it very affordable and cost-effective. It gives very quick results for
BAC.

The BACtrack® Select S50 Breathalyzer
This alcohol drug tester combines proven sensor technology with simple designs and features. The tester works
estimating the Blood Alcohol Content (BAC) by blowing the replaceable mouthpiece. It also features a stylish
ruby-red LED. The result will flash in mere seconds, making it very convenient and ideal to use. BACtrack®
provides one year warranty for their products.

HuaMin Group (Shanghai Shininess Industrial Corp)
HuaMin Group is one of the leading digital alcohol tester suppliers from China and they also offer variety of
products. Digital Breath Tester from HuaMin uses a semi-conductor sensor that warms up in 10 seconds. It is
known for fast and accurate results that can be restored, automatic off-switch, low-battery alerts, and three-step
testing level with sounds.

BreathKey Breathalyzer Keyring
BreathKey alcohol testers are known for being the smallest and lightest digital alcohol testers in the world. It’s
very convenient to bring anywhere and is very accurate as well. It makes use of a very durable battery that can
stay for years; and BreathKey is proud to present it’s product as the only tester in the market that uses fuel cell
sensor that is preferred by police officers.
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